
AlGETO 

Circle President 

Dinesh Roy 
Mobile: 91 94134004 36 

No. AlGETOA/CTD/22-25/80 

To 

The General Secretary 
AIGETOA CHQ 
New Delhi 

Sir, 

2 

All India Graduate Engineers & Telecom Officers Association 
Calcutta Telephones District 

(The Recognised Representative Association of BSNL) 

Circle Secretary 
Sayantan Sikder 

Sub: Submission of various agendas on HR issues of the JTO Trainees who have qualified the Special LICE. 

starts from the DoA as JTO. 

Mobile: +91 9432000871 

Recently, the AlGETOA CTD circle team have visited NSCBTTC Kalyani for an interactive session with the 
Special LiCE JTO trainees. Following issues were submitted by the trainees to the team. 

Regn. NON FIRUTSIZUT8J0ZT38 

1. JTOS of this special LICE are being posted on pan-India basis. Immediately after completion of their 
phase-l training, they are being instructed to join their concerned circle on the next working day. 

It is requested to extend these trainees a transit leave with transit allowances. 

As some of the trainees need to travel to the other part of the country, it's very difficult to join there 
within the prescribed time period. 

Place: Kolkata 
Date: 19.08.2023 

Circle Finance Secretary 
Arvind Shukla 

Copy to: 

Mobile: +91-9433000303 

All communication to Email: aigetoakolkata@gmail.com 
Date: 19.08.2023 

Generally, LICE JTOS Can apply for Rule-8 transfer after 2 years of their joining (5 years criteria is counted 
alongwith JE service period). 

1. CP/AlGETOA/CTD 

But, these special LICE JTOS, who are being posted to other circles, there counting to apply Rule-8 

Kindly take nfa to reduce this waiting period to two years to make the process uniform for all. 
3. Mutual transfer cases associated with the surplus circles cannot be denied on the pretext of excess 

executives. 

.. for kind info 

AIGETOA CTD team requesting your urgent intervention in this matter and to take all these issues with the 

appropriate authority at BSNL CO for early resolution, please. 

Implementation and resolution of these issues will boost the morale of these young and energetic 

executives. 

Email: chqaigetoa@gmail.com 

Thanking vith 

Zayantan Sikder 
Circle Secretary 
AIGETOA-CTD 

Circle Secretary 
AIGETOA, CTD 

Reod. Ofice: Flat No. A-302, Life Style Residency, Plot No-GH 41-42, Sector-65, Faridabad Haryana-12 1L006 
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